
 

The Calculus of Variations

A functional maps a function to a value e.g
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The calculus of variations can be used to extremise functionals
the variation of G is defined to be
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The functional is stationary when 86 0 resulting in
the Euler Lagrange equation
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in thespecial case where f has no x dependence
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Fermatisprincipter
Fermat's principle States that light chooses a path of stationary
time or equivalently stationary optical path length
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for sound waves we need an expression for the acoustic

path length

Hamiltorisprincipter
Lagrangianmechanics examines the motion of a point in
configurationspace described by generalisedcoordinates Ei
The action S of a path is a functional of the
Lagrangian f T V
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Hamilton's principle states that the path in configuration
extremises S C leastaction
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if L does not explicitly depend on time
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Constrainedvariationme
To maximise floc y z s t gGcy z we extremise
without constraint f Xg where X is a Lagrange
multiplier
To extremise a functional G y St Ply 0 we

just extermise G y 7Ply using the variational catechu

Eigenfunctions of the SL equation can be regarded
as the extremal of a certain functional
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we canshow that the functional derivatives are
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hence 1 is extremised withvalues 2 where 2 satisfies
the SLeigenvalue problem Ly 7wy

This gives rise to the Rayleigh Ritz method for
estimating eigenvalues
if plod o qua EO suchthat fly 30 then 130
one of the extrema Xo is then the absolute minimum

My 7 To with equality for eigenfunctions
hence we may find an ypper bound by substituting
a trial function since Xo E Ny trial

We may decide to use a LC of basis functions as the
trial or to have a function with anotherparameter in it

the trial basis functions should satisfy the 8 G
we can improve the bound by differentiating with
respect to the parameter e g 09trial12 a for y ed
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